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A reliable cloud with over 10 years of experience 
on the DACH market

CloudSigma was founded in 2009 in Zürich, Switzerland to meet the growing need for a pure IaaS that places little or no restrictions on how users 
deploy their computing resources. The founders of CloudSigma were frustrated with the market offerings which required users to jump through hoops 
to migrate their current server setups to the cloud. We fixed that problem by building our own cloud stack that delivers real utility computing in the 
cloud for the first time.

We are a leading DACH cloud provider of infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) with a focus on flexibility, performance, and excellent customer support. 
We offer cloud locations throughout the DACH region, including Zürich, Geneva, and Frankfurt. CloudSigma DACH offers 100% local solution for end 
customers, without being subjected to other jurisdictions. 

CloudSigma focuses on customers that have complex compute requirements, such as companies in the financial services, logistics, research, 
media, manufacturing, gaming, blockchain, AI, deep learning, and other R&D intensive industries irrelevant to their size.

https://cloudsigma.com https://www.facebook.com/CloudSigma/https://www.youtube.com/cloudsigma https://twitter.com/cloudsigma

About CloudSigma

TRY FREE TODAY
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CloudSigma at a glance
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Why CloudSigma is the cloud provider for you
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No Vendor Lock-In

Top Performance

24x7 Free Technical Support

Swiss Cloud with Global LocationsFlexibility & Scalability

Interoperability
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CloudSigma benefits

Stay agile & scale-up on demand

https://cloudsigma.com https://www.facebook.com/CloudSigma/https://www.youtube.com/cloudsigma https://twitter.com/cloudsigma

With CloudSigma you create the combination of CPU, RAM, storage, and bandwidth you require. Resources are not bundled together and there is 
no “standard size” server. You are able to combine discounted long-term subscriptions for predictable workloads with on-demand pricing for flexible 
capacity. Thus, you can meet  ad-hoc requirements to achieve maximum cost savings.

You can create new servers within seconds - via the WebApp or the API. Say goodbye to hardware capacity planning and focus on your core competencies 
that will scale up your business!

CloudSigma gave us immediate access to both a development and a production deployment environment with little effort and no 
sunk (CAPEX) cost. This flexibility and scalability increased development speed while keeping costs low.
Stephen Watling, Vice President of Technical Operations @ Deutsche Börse

“
“

Achieve complete control and flexibility over your cloud environment!

TRY FREE TODAY

✱ 5-minute on-demand pricing cycle
✱ Discounted prepaid reserved capacity
✱ Hybrid patching, backup, virtual router
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CloudSigma benefits

Select from DACH and global locations
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The standardization of the multiple CloudSigma cloud platforms around the world provides for a one-and-the-same high level of user experience. You 
can take advantage of data centers worldwide – operated by local entities and thus ensuring 100% compliance with the local legal requirements. For 
example, if you do computing with us in Switzerland, you are subject to Swiss law only. If you do computing in Germany, your data will be hosted under 
the German legislation, and so on. More than that, your customers will enjoy low latency & faster load times.

The  focus of our operations is on Europe.  
However, we are providing logistic services 
in other parts of the globe. We are also 
planning to expand our operations. In this 
regard it was important for us to work with 
a partner who has different cloud centers 
around the globe. Furthermore, our platform 
provides live information, so the latency is 
an additional parameter that is influenced 
by the number of data centers and their 
location.
Markus Berner, 
Team Leader Digital Logistics @ Bertschi

“

“
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With CloudSigma you will get the highest performance cloud stack powered by HPE’s latest generation hardware running on 10GigE infrastructure. 
CMIPS and other independent benchmarks give us the highest price-performance ratio for virtual machines of various sizes. From HPC and big data 
to machine learning and open science - we are a trusted European partner for your testbed and production environment.

Our partnership with CloudSigma and our 
collaboration through Cloud28+ allows us 
to help service providers offer world-leading 
services to consumers around the world. 
Xavier Poisson Gouyou Beauchamps, Vice 
President of Service Providers and Cloud28+ 
Worldwide @ Hewlett Packard Enterprise

“

“

CloudSigma benefits

Enjoy top performance

You can easily stream at multiple gigabit speeds from our cloud servers. Avoid network bottlenecks on big data runs, video streams, you name it! 
We provide a one-stop-shop for your telco-grade cloud needs.

Find us on: HPE Partner Ready 
HPE Technical Partner
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At CloudSigma you can enjoy zero vendor lock-in. You are able to develop or deploy your application in the cloud without being forced to use any vendor-
specific tools.

We were  exploring many different  possible 
partners – from the big three to some smaller 
cloud providers, but none of them were offering a 
‘No Vendor Lock-In solution’ the way CloudSigma 
does it.
Markus Berner, Team Leader Digital Logistics @ 
Bertschi

“

“

CloudSigma benefits

Experience no vendor lock-in

Take advantage of additional flexible features:

✱ Custom image upload
✱ Devops tools and PaaS
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Any x86 OS or application can run in CloudSigma unmodified. Use our seamless live migration tool to migrate your infrastructure 1:1 on our cloud 
without any modifications to your existing infrastructure.

Cloudsigma offered everything we needed to deploy our infrastructure 1:1 to the cloud without a single change to our application.
Nick Berthet, CTO @ Picturepark“

“

CloudSigma benefits

Run your apps unmodified

Platform features forming the solution:

A Neutral Migration Tool
Take advantage of our hypervisor neutral & application independent migration tool to live migrate your in-house or cloud servers 

1:1 to CloudSigma.

✱ Custom drive creation
✱ Custom image upload
✱ Library with latest legacy OSs
✱ Live migration
✱ Devops tools and PaaS
✱ Tagging

TRY FREE TODAY
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Our technical support is available 24×7, instantly providing the important answers. At CloudSigma, we provide a high-quality service. It is accessible 
to all our clients free of charge through chat and email. Our strict escalation policy ensures the rapid resolution of all issues. 

We strive to approach projects with a deep understanding of the specific needs and pain points of every single customer. For that reason, each 
CloudSigma customer gets a dedicated account manager as a single point of contact. This results in maximizing trust and appreciation from clients.

I find the live chat very useful, especially because the responsiveness is very high. We immediately get a response and the feeling for the user is very 
positive. You feel that there is always someone ready to intervene.
Giovanni Sabatino, Earth Observation Research Support Lead Engineer @ ESA

“
“

CloudSigma benefits
Rely on unprecedented customer support
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ISO Security Certified Cloud
CloudSigma endeavors to deliver a high degree of 
security and privacy for customers in accordance with 
the various aspects of their computing. This is reflected 
in CloudSigma’s ISO 27001, ISO 27017, and ISO 
27018 security certifications, PCI DSS and GDPR - 
compliance, and our strict DDoS-policy.

Full Redundancy 
All critical systems and data run at least in duplicate 
within a single location  with additional  resilience 
available as an option.

High Availability
CloudSigma guarantees 100% availability of virtual 
servers and network backed up by strict SLAs and 
full hardware & network redundancy.

Preferred HPE Cloud Provider
HPE and CloudSigma are partnering to engage with 
leading service providers around the globe. Together, 
HPE and CloudSigma enable service providers to 
deliver best in class cloud services, powered by HPE's 
latest generation hardware and CloudSigma's top 
performance cloud platform.

High Resiliency
Our cloud infrastructure is hosted in world-class, 
purpose-built, Tier III+ design data centers which 
ensures high resiliency. Our data centers are situated in 
prime locations that provide excellent communication 
links.

Compliance
Our company and secure cloud servers are structured 
to be independent by location. In other words, we silo 
each cloud location, wherever it may be in the world. 
If you do computing with us in Switzerland, you are 
subject to Swiss law only. 

CloudSigma benefits
A trusted cloud partner
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CloudSigma benefits
CloudSigma operational features

Cloud Integrations & Drivers
You get a number of external 
integrations, drivers, and valuable 
partnerships offering you value 
from partners including Ubuntu, 
OpenVPN, and CoreOS.

KVM Cloud
You can benefit from our open-
source KVM hypervisor. It 
provides full separation of all 
traffic between client accounts 
below the virtual machine level.

An Elegant API
Take advantage of our RESTful 
API access with all account 
actions available, allowing 
complete automation and 
remote monitoring.

A User-Friendly WebApp
Check out our feature-rich, yet 
intuitive web browser-based GUI. 
It has been designed to allow easy 
resource management via any web 
browser.
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CloudSigma benefits
High-security cloud 
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Public, virtual private & hybrid cloud options

Hybrid cloud technology at your fingertips
CloudSigma’s secure hybrid cloud technology allows direct, secure, private IP-only connectivity between private networks in the cloud and private 
infrastructure. You can access all this within any of the data centers in all our locations around the globe. Our hybrid solution offers a simple, cost-effective 
and secure way to extend your infrastructure and achieve cost optimization.

Platform features forming the solution:

CloudSigma provides us with the necessary tools and flexibility to host our customers’ solutions either in the cloud exclusively or through 
a non-traditional hybrid setup.
Blake Burton, Director of Sales @ Attained

“
“

✱ Create powerful unified private/public 
infrastructure deployments and strategies
✱ Instantly scale-up your physical infra-
structure
✱ Enjoy <1ms latency between your private 
deployment and CloudSigma
✱ Utilize networking-as-a-service products to 
boost connectivity & security
✱ Mirror your private infrastructure to the cloud 
using the CloudSigma Disaster-Recovery-as-
a-Service
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Public, virtual private & hybrid cloud options

Virtual private cloud 
With the CloudSigma Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) you can provision on-demand a configurable pool of dedicated computing and/or storage resources. 
Each VPC represents a private pool of resources. You may create multiple VPCs within a single account for various projects or use cases that you may 
have. Once created, you can then deploy into your VPC, dedicated compute nodes and storage volumes.

A dedicated compute node is an entire physical 
compute host which is physically isolated from all 
other users in the cloud and is fully dedicated only 
to you. You can take advantage of various compute 
node sizes depending on your cloud location. 

Our  VPC solution allows you to use all the CPU 
power on your dedicated compute hosts and/
or enjoy maximal IOPS on your fast dedicated 
storage volumes. Enjoy the same high performance 
consistently!
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CloudSigma business continuity solutions

Local backup & remote backup

Local backup

Remote backup
With CloudSigma you can back up your drives in your cloud 
account in the form of point-in-time snapshots of your drives, 
which can later be cloned and upgraded to create stand-alone 
drives. A snapshot can be created on-demand while the server 
is running. Thus, it will not affect the performance or availability 
of the systems. In addition, snapshots can be used as part of 
your existing backup strategy, for auditing purposes or to create 
recovery points before upgrades.

For enhanced security, you can create point-in-time remote 
snapshots as backup in a different cloud location of CloudSigma.
The remote backup service allows for a completely independent
backup of data to be created. This is possible even if the source 
drive is deleted or the source cloud account compromised. The 
remote snapshots are still retained with deferred deletion.
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CloudSigma business continuity solutions

Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS) 

With CloudSigma’s DRaaS solution you can set up Disaster Recovery (DR) with just a few clicks and minimal configuration time. The service helps to 
replicate data and systems from other infrastructures or locations. Our DRaaS solution is hardware-, hypervisor-, and application-independent. As a 
result, you are able to protect systems across a wide range of different virtual and physical deployment environments using a single DR system. All of 
this is available under a simple, transparent & predictable all in one utility billing based on compute/storage resources.

Our Disaster Recovery-as-a-Service (DRaaS) powered by 
CloudSigma can be set up almost instantly, with only a few clicks 
via our online platform. With this, companies can replicate crucial 
data to our cloud and switch them into production immediately 
should an untoward incident compromise their systems.
Niño R. Valmonte, Director for Marketing and Digital Innovation 
@ IPC

“

“
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CloudSigma networking solutions 

Private network (VLAN)

Private patch for enterprises

OpenVPN for SMBs

For any customer with a multi-server set-up we highly recommend using our private networking feature. By adding servers to a VLAN, you have a second 
networking card added to that server. If desired, the public networking interface can then be disabled. In this way, you can create private networks 
within our cloud, not accessible via a public IP address. In our cloud we give you full control to create and secure your own infrastructure in a way akin 
to dedicated hardware.

CloudSigma’s industry-first transparent private patching capability 
allows you to connect your own infrastructure directly to one or more 
private VLAN networks within our public cloud, all exposed via the 
same subnet, vastly improving data portability and security. While other 
IaaS offerings place cumbersome restrictions on cloud deployments, 
CloudSigma 2.0 private patching allows for a totally private IP-only 
solution at full line speed and with low latency, by avoiding the need 
for inefficient VPNs. Combined with CloudSigma’s open software 
and networking layers that allow any x86 operating system to run 
unmodified, customers can mirror on-premise infrastructure for cloud 
bursting or disaster recovery purposes.

Similar to CloudSigma’s private patching technology for enterprises, the CloudSigma OpenVPN appliance gives SMBs and remote workers secure 
access to their public cloud deployments and resources without having unencrypted traffic traverse a public IP line. By connecting to the VLANs within 
CloudSigma’s public cloud, you don’t have to expose your services over the Internet, and can instead use the VPN service to grant remote workers and 
branch offices more secure access. The OpenVPN appliance provides a bridge between your on-premise servers and your servers within CloudSigma's 
public cloud – whether they are connected to the VLAN or an external network – to offer a seamless compute environment.
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CloudSigma networking solutions 

Virtual router

CloudSigma vRouter configuration options

CloudSigma offers an all-in-one vRouter tool that allows you to fine-tune your network and security in the cloud. The high level of granularity provides 
for redundant and protected network configuration, deep level of control of access, set up of preferred connections and routing. Our vRouter tool grants 
unlimited virtual domains, firewall policies and registered endpoints, in addition to the rich set of features offered by this solution. 

CloudSigma offers three vRouter packages: Basic, Premium and
Enterprise. The Basic package provides the essential features required to 
secure one’s cloud network. The Premium tier extends the functionality of 
the Basic setup to provide load balancer, support of GRE tunnel protocol 
and quality of services which adds an advanced level of security and 
control over customers’ network deployment. The Enterprise package 
improves speed of connectivity by granting access to BGP with a full 
routing table.

The service is much better than I expected. I really 
did not expect this networking performance.
Ricardo Correa, Network Applications Expert @ 
ECMWF

“

“
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Why is CloudSigma different?

Feature CloudSigma Azure 
(Switzerland) 

Exoscale 
(Switzerland) 

Ionos 
(Germany) 

cloudscale.ch
(Switzerland) AWS (Germany) 

Flexible unbundled resource purchasing  YES NO NO NO NO NO

Worldwide locations (excl.DACH) YES YES NO YES NO YES

No Vendor Lock-In YES NO YES YES YES NO

Advanced CPU options YES  NO NO NO NO YES

Transparancy of the datacenters YES  NO YES YES NO NO

100% Service Level Agreement YES  NO NO NO NO NO

S3 object storage YES YES YES YES YES YES

GPU instances NO * YES YES NO NO YES

Monthly cost compared
2 cores , 

4 GB RAM,  
80 GB SSD

2 cores, 
4 GB RAM, 
20 GB SSD

2 cores, 
4 GB RAM,  
80 GB SSD

2 cores, 
4 GB RAM,  
80 GB SSD

2 cores,
4 GB RAM, 
80 GB SSD

2 cores,
4 GB RAM,
50 GB SSD

27.16 EUR ** 65.84 EUR 36.42 EUR 45 EUR 62.5 EUR 25.68 EUR
* Planned for 2021
** The price relates to our Swiss locations
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Customer success stories

Customer profile
Healthcare Research Institute is part of Swiss Post Healthcare Solutions. 
It is a platform which processes analysis, medical surveys, studies and 
registries.

The challenge
On-demand scalability, yet highest level of security and data privacy 
due to the work with sensitive patients’ data.

Why they chose CloudSigma?

“When we talk about patients’ data, data privacy is of utmost 
importance. At the same time, we wanted to be flexible on 
the infrastructure side. In the face of CloudSigma we found 
the ideal partner for all our needs.”

“

“

✱ Data security & privacy
✱ European cloud
✱ Scalability
✱ ISO 27001 / PCI-DSS compliance
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Customer profile
We work with the Research and Support Service (RSS) of the European 
Space Agency (ESA). ESA RSS provides resources to support Earth 
Observation data exploitation.

The challenge
Host a web based process where scientists around the globe 
can request on- the- fly processing of ESA satellite data from the Volcano 
and Earthquake supersites.

Why they chose CloudSigma?

By having our choice of good performance, cost effective storage 
or high-performance SSD storage, all of which is elastic and on-
demand, we’re able to quickly and cost effectively deploy our 
platform.

“

“

✱ Flexible resources
✱ Variety of storage clusters
✱ Excellent customer service
✱ Performance & availability
✱ European company
✱ Low latency

Customer success stories
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Customer profile
Siemens’ logistics solution ‘Trust E-Box’ runs on CloudSigma. This so 
called ‘Reverse-Hybrid-Mail’ solution enables postal companies and 
postal service providers to cut their costs tenfold.

The challenge
Have more fine grained control over the capabilities of a VM in terms of 
performance and memory utilization.

Why they chose CloudSigma?

CloudSigma allowed us to expand our solution on-demand without 
worrying about latency or unnecessary compute cost.

“
“

✱ On-demand scalability
✱ 100% SLA
✱ Low latency
✱ Global operations
✱ Unbundled resources

Customer success stories
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Customer profile
A diversified exchange organisation, covering the entire value chain 
in the financial services sector, also providing IT services, indices and 
market data worldwide.

The challenge
Looking for an on-demand and cost-efficient cloud platform for their 
highest profile venue - Eurex®. The cloud needed to provide a high degree 
of flexibility. Such flexibility would allow customers to choose from two 
different simulation environments when they request a VPS instance: 
production simulation or pre-release simulation.

Why they chose CloudSigma?

CloudSigma gave us immediate access to both a development and 
a production deployment environment with little effort and no sunk 
(CAPEX) cost.  This flexibility and scalability increased development 
speed while keeping costs low.

“
“

✱ On-demand scalability
✱ High availability
✱ Load balancing
✱ Single computing environment
✱ On-demand scalability
✱ Focus on key competences

Customer success stories
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Customer profile
A Swiss transport company that provides logistics and transport for 
the chemical industry. While the operational focus of Bertschi is on the 
European market, the company has 75 subsidiaries in 37 countries.

The challenge
Be able to develop their own application in the cloud without being forced 
to use any vendor-specific tools of the cloud partner. At the same time, 
performance and low latency are top decision-making criteria.

Why they chose CloudSigma?

Due to the partnership with CloudSigma, we have managed to keep 
our operational costs down. CloudSigma is definitely offering one 
of the best cost-benefit ratios on the market.

“
“

✱ No vendor lock-in
✱ Low latency
✱ Data security
✱ Global operations
✱ Run any OS unmodified
✱ Best price-performance ratio

Customer success stories
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Customer profile
Digital Asset Management platform, offering private shared libraries of 
professional photos, films, graphics, documents and other media.

The challenge
SQL server cluster, requiring high disk IOPS and network throughput as 
well as superior CPU and RAM performance.

Why they chose CloudSigma?

Having one partner for everything, with a choice of locations, to be 
able to be closer to the customers and provide better performance, 
allows us to serve our clients better.

“
“

✱ Variety of storage options
✱ Seamless migration of large volumes
✱ High price-performance ratio
✱ Flexible on-demand scalability
✱ Elastically scale-up resources
✱ Excellent customer service

Customer success stories
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Conclusion

If you need any additional help or materials related 
to CloudSigma please do not hesitate to contact our 
team at sales@cloudsigma.com.

There is no doubt in our minds that CloudSidma’s 
flexible cloud environment and high performance 
will fulfil your infrastructure needs and help you stay 
ahead of the competition! We are looking forward to 
welcoming you as a client! 

You will receive*:                                                       
►Up to 1-month free evalua-
tion period to test the platform 

*Without any additional obligations afterwards
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►Demo session with a dedi-
cated Account Manager 

►Free 24X7 technical support 
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